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As one of the largest manufacturers of building materials in North America, KP Building Products is renowned for offering a vast array of 

innovative industry-leading products.

we work hard to ensure customer satisfaction with a limited lifetime warranty. Read our full warranty for details. They are available from 

any KP distributor or on our website at www.KPvinylsiding.com

Made in the U.S.A.



Show Your SENSE of STYLE. 
KP Building Products, a world leader in vinyl exteriors, has developed this custom finish trim system to take the beauty of 
your exteriors to the next level. TrimFX™ decorative trim adds that special detail to your KP siding, giving your home a look 
that is uniquely yours. And with KP’s vinyl technology, you’ll never have to worry about painting, peeling, flaking, chipping or 
any of the other hazards of wood.

Give you home a remarkable finishing touch. Emphasize windows and highlight corners for the look you’ve  
always imagined. Complement any KP product. And rest assured that you’ll be able to enjoy your home’s unique exterior 
for decades, because it’s backed by KP’s Lifetime Limited Warranty*.

* See complete warranty for details.

 STYLE and SUBSTANCE.

5” Trim Lineal Quarter Round Corner Starter3 1/2” Trim Lineal

6” Fluted CornerTrim Lineal Starter 6” Traditional Corner

The Perfect ACCENT  
Helps Makes the Perfect HOUSE. 
Dramatic architectural flair or just a subtle accent? Whatever your vision, KP TrimFX® accessories offer the perfect touch 
to complete a stunning home exterior. With both a custom look and a custom fit, they add that special detail to siding and 
elevate the beauty of the home.

Add distinction to your home with the elegant wood look of TrimFX™ Window and Corner Trim. Choose 3 1/2” widths, or go a 
little bolder with our 5” widths.


